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Fairy Houses



Fairy Houses
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Age Level: 4+ 
Lesson Duration: 30 minutes

Materials Needed:
Found objects, preferably natural – sticks, leaves, grass

Setup Instructions:
Check outdoor area to ensure safety. 

If there are not many sticks and leaves, bring some into the area. 

You may also want to place in the area a few bits of string for children to discover as they

build.

Louisiana Standards:
AL1, AL2, AL3, AL4, CC2, LL1, LL2, LL4VA-CE-H1, VA-CE-H5, VA-AP-E3, VA-AP-E5

WATCH THE VIDEO LESSON HERE!

https://vimeo.com/410041770
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Learning Objectives:
Understand scale, thinking from another point of view, develop fine motor skills, explore

engineering, develop problem solving skills and imagination, and express creativity.

What materials can you use to make your house strong?

If kids are having trouble give these hints and ideas. Try:       

Burying the ends of your sticks to help them stay up      

Tying with long grass or string that “happens” to be found       

Using mud as glue and a stick as an applicator

What can you make or use to keep out the rain?

How can you make a soft floor or bed for the fairy?

What can you use to decorate your house?

Questions to Ask your Child:

Instructions:

Watch Fairy Lesson Video

Discuss fairies as mythological creatures.

Discuss scale and imagine what fairies are like.

Select an appropriate site for the fairy house - next to a larger structure for strength. 

Gather natural materials to create a fairy house.

Build the fairy house structure.

Add interior structures, furnishings, and decorations to attract a fairy.

 

Younger children may have trouble with scale. Print or draw a 2” fairy so they can scale the

house to the fairy.       

Prepare the area for younger children by distributing small bits of string and natural

materials for them to find.       

Younger children may just build a house with a soft floor then decorate the house.  ·       

Older children may want to add many interior furnishings: table, bed, bowls. This will

continue their exploration of scale, perspective, and point of view.

Ways to Scaffold for your child:
Simplify for younger children or add complexity for older ones
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Draw/paint a fairy that is to scale with your house, cut it out and place in in your fairy

house.  Then take a picture of your fairy in its house.       

Write a story about the fairy that discovers the house you built.       

Research the story of the Cottingley Fairies hoax.        

Read a story about fairies from EBRPL Overdrive ebooks.

Follow Up Activities:


